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About This Game

Battle Dome is a 5 v 5 competitive SciFi VR shooter (There is a mouse and keyboard mode, but VR is recommended). You
must work with your teammates to get to your opponent's base and destroy their core before they destroy yours. You must also
spread your team's color (if playing a color map), since you can only teleport onto your teams colored tiles. Battle Dome also

features trackpad locomotion, which can be used to any non-color map.

Battle Dome features 23 different weapons and 15 different maps. Some maps also have special rules, including anti-gravity, jet
packs, and bot opponents.

Battle Dome has 5 different PvP game modes:
Destroy the Core

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag
King of the Kill

You Only Live Once (1 life per round)

There are also 3 different co-op modes (including a horror mode).

Currently, there are 5 gun choices and 3 color gun choices., as well as a shield Battle Dome also features built in voice chat
(team and all talk).

Battle dome also features stat tracking and leader boards. Getting enough kills will unlock bronze, silver, and gold weapon (and
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glove) skins.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Battle Dome
Genre: Action
Developer:
Bad Bird Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017
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Third person shooter, combining elements of Gears of War and Tomb Raider. Unfortunately it isn't as good as either of them.
It's not that the game is bad, it's more like the game is boring. Which is very strange since it doesn't fail at anything. It's hard to
explain. You will be better off not buying this game than buying it.
. Very good single-player game!. It's the toy version of the Backfire.... Well yeah, it's mostly a mobile game as there's so much
Microtransactions AND THEY DONT EVEN USE IT PROPERLY.

For a free to play title that has mixed ratings I say this is a great game. I play the game like a true man or woman and don't turn
into them Pay to Win people who likes to spend money on 50 Gold. Quite Addictive to be honest, BUT I want to see more
community listening not ignoring the community.

Devs need to listen to the community, see their opinions on how to change games like these. It can help a bunch.

And If possible, maybe have these Realms styled a bit more differently compared to other
player's Realms.

*GREAT GAME KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK AND KEEP THIS GAME HAPPY AND ALIVE!*

Also, I really hope this game will get future Updates. Especially updates like adding a Chat to talk to other people, or even,
specific Units. or at least customizable.. Finally found a game where I can interchangeably play from the PC and then swap to
the tablet when it's time to do business elsewhere, involving porcelain.

On a serious note, I actually enjoy playing this much more over the original World of Tanks mostly because of the smaller size
teams, maps, and no Artillery. Matches are very short, anywhere from 5-10minutes at most usually and the grind isn't too
terribly bad. The balance is something that still seems to favor russian tanks and their crazy DPS to Armor ratio.

The real beauty is that all my progression between when I play on the PC or when I play on my tablet from the app is tracked as
one. If you're a fan of these types of Arena style games you will likely enjoy this more casual version of WoT.

Pro's:

Fast Matches

No Artillery

Progression shared between Mobile App and PC

Easy to jump in and play
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Great time killerCon's:

Game balance favors russians with massive DPS.

Lower level graphics than the original (Likely due to being App friendly)

Seems to be a lot of AFK people (Or maybe people with connection issues). i sold my kids just to play this game,
i am in debt...
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Hoo-boy is a game where you play as the dreamcast swirl, all what you gotta to is walk and jump, that's it, the game is ok, but
c'mon where is the checkpoints? wheres the monsters? wheres the final boss, the final boss should have been a kid who is trying
to eat you and you have to jump on his fingers to hurt him, but no the developer is too lasy to do that, i'll give this game a 6\/10,
that's anatoly's first game, so nice try. i refunded cuz them \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING HIT MAINS I SWEAR TO GOD

still good game. 10\/10 would rebuy. Great song, fun to play - shame it's the censored version?!

"Now dance --- dance" ?

Come on, it's Rocksmith, not Babysmith.. Have been playing quite a bit of this game recently. Just found out about the Foundry
aaaaaaaaand...... it's gone. That fact almost turned me off of this game if it wasn't the only good D&D game in my opinion. The
Foundry being broken is a pretty big deal though and I most likely will loss interest in simply playing this game as I normally do
with MMO's. The user generated quests got stupid excited only to be majorly let down by the game and by the support team that
is supposed to cover the game.

TL;DR: If you came for Foundry you might as well turn around unless you like boring MMO's. A hidden gem of a top-down
puzzle game. You'll definitely enjoy this if you enjoy puzzle games, especially if you like top-down ones like chuck's\/chip's
challenge. There's even a competetitive aspect if you're into that - every stage has a speedrun leaderboard for any% and 100%. It
took me about 14 hours to get gold on every original stage (but I didn't do any of the bonus worlds).

The premise of this game is, for each level, to burn up and explode everything that can be burnt\/exploded, collect all the stars,
and to do so in as short of a time as possible. However, this isn't like Bomberman where you have an unlimited supply of bombs
- every bomb is something that has to be picked up in the stage and is consumed when used. The time, stars, and burn
percentage are flexible, too - you don't need to collect everything or come in under the par time for the level in order to
advance. However, if you want to "gold" a level, you'll need to get 100% stars and burn rate and finish under the par time (but
you don't have to do that all in a single run, so you can go for 100% one time and go for any% but under par in a subsequent run
and you'll still earn a gold for that level).

While you CAN simply play to just beat each stage, I think this game is the most fun if you shoot for getting gold on every
stage. You could probably blow through this game in a few hours if you didn't try to get gold. Adding speed and finding ways to
optimize your run for a given level is one of the key aspects of the fun of this game, IMO.

So, the first time you play through a stage you'll probably take it slow and figure out what you need to do to get 100%, then later
try to build speed and optimize in future replays. Towards the later stages, I found most of my time being spent optimizing and
attempting to achieve the par time (after I had already figured out how to beat it with 100%).

The gameplay of burning stuff is unique and satisfying. Since things take time to burn and explode, a key aspect of going fast is
to figure out what to burn first so you can maximize the amount of things you have burning at once. But when you start to burn
more things, you can open yourself up to getting killed and having to restart.

Each character has different abilities, meaning there's multiple ways to complete stages, some faster than others. If you're
creative you might even discover routes the designers never thought of.

The level\/puzzle design is excellent. It increases in difficulty and complexity as you get further into the game. New mechanics
are introduced at a satisfying rate.

My one suggestion would be to provide some sort of global leaderboard that takes into account your position on every stage, so
you can see who is the overall top player or something like that.

Overall, if you're a fan of puzzle games, I'd say this is a must-have. It can get very heavily discounted and there's plenty of hours
of playtime as well as an aspect of competition and replayability if you're interested in climbing leaderboards. There's plenty of
content, too. Even after getting gold on the main game you can still play the bonus worlds and collect the hidden saplings. I
highly recommended this unless you're not a big fan of puzzle games. This game deserves a lot more attention than it's received,
IMO, but I think that puzzle games in general tend to be less popular these days.
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